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Video converter software free for windows

Any Freeware video converter supports ripping audio tracks from CDs to MP3, WAV, WMA, Ogg, FLAC and more. It's also a free video in audio converter that can extract audio tracks, sound or background music from videos. What's more, it supports converting audio files between different formats. Supported audio inputs and outputs: MP3, AC3, OGG, AAC, WMA, M4A, WAV,
APE, MKA, AU, M4B, AIFF, FLAC, DTS and many others. Download Youtube videos in clicks This free YouTube Uploader allows you to upload videos from YouTube and convert YouTube videos to any format and record YouTube videos to DVD. 100+ online video sharing sites supported In addition, it can download and convert videos from Facebook, Dailymotion, Vimeo,
Metacafe, Howcast, Niconico and other 100+ sites. Any video converter is designed with no limits and zero costs. This allows you to easily convert any video files to any format for free! Supported video inputs: MP4, MPEG, VOB, WMV, 3GP, 3G2, MKV, MOD, M2TS, RMVB, AVI, MOV, FLV, F4V, DVR-MS, TOD, DV, MXF, OGG, WEBM and many others. Supported video input:
WMV, MPG, MP4, AVI, ASF, M2TS, 3GP, 3G2, FLV, MKV, SWF, WEBM, HTML5 WEBM, HTML5 OGG, HTML5 MP4 and many others. Supported source device: iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Mini 4, iPad Mini, iPhone 6S/6S Plus, iPhone 6/6 Plus, iPhone 5S, iPhone 5C, Apple TV, Galaxy S III , Google Android, Kindle Fire HD, Sony PSP, Xbox 360 and many others. Any video
converter provides users with a built-in media player for free. You can view the source files in this free video converter without opening another video player. The default playback options for Play, Pause, and Stop save images from the current video as PNG image shots. Any video converter provides users with absolutely free software. It does not contain spyware or adware. And
no online registration is required. You can install it safely and convert or download videos from online video sharing websites such as YouTube, MyVideo etc for free! Updates are also free. When the new version is available, please install it easily and use improved features. Intuitive and fast conversion of video, audio and image format Convert 3gp files to mp4, avi or mp3 Convert
any MP4 file in seconds Change formatting and features for any DVD Whether we make our own or view them online, videos are everywhere these days. While they are abundant, it is hardly an impeccable experience playing video files on multiple devices. Enter the video converters. They make life easier by changing video files to different formats, allowing you to play videos on
the right device and app. Video converters can also be useful when editing a video, as changing a file to another format can allow for more editing process. In this post, we reveal the best video converters for Windows and what they have to offer. If you don't want to read the entire post, here's a look at our best election: If you're a Mac user, you can go to our dedicated article
Video Converters for Mac. There are many video converters out there, including free, paid and freemium options. They differ in various aspects, including ease of use and features. Before we get to our list, let's look at the criteria we used to select the best video converters. Those that have made it to the list meet most, if not all, of the following criteria: Easy to use and for
beginners Provides high-quality video output Converts video files quickly Offers a range of incoming and outgoing formats (4K is a bonus) Available for a number of operating systems will not break the bank Free from adware and other malware Best video converters for Windows Here is our list of the best video converters for Windows : 1. VideoProc VideoProc by Digiarty is our
best choice for the best video converter for Windows. It's paid software, but you can try it for free to see if it fits well. One advantage of the paid service is that you don't have to worry about intrusive ads or annoying upsells. The quality of the output video is excellent, and fast conversion speed is achieved with the GPU hardware acceleration feature. The trial gives you all the
features of the full software, including the recording feature, but it limits the length of the video you can convert in five minutes. This is in contrast to trials for many other paid video converters that limit you to additional areas, such as conversion rates or the availability of certain tools. If you decide to upgrade to the full version as soon as you pay, you'll get a license code that
downgrades the time limit. The VideoProc interface is very easy to navigate, with conversion formats divided into types. Selecting the tool and clicking on the appropriate gear icon will pull up a separate screen to work with this tool. Options include merging, mirroring, trimming, separating, snapshot, fish juice correction, and many other options. There are even a few features
designed specifically with GoPro users in mind: deshake and denuaz. While this software has plenty of attributes to delight advanced users, it's also great for beginners to try. VideoProc supports more than 70 formats, including AVI, MOV, MP3 and MP4. It has a ton of preconfigured profiles that are classified intuitively. 4K conversion is not a problem for VideoProc, and it even
supports 8K resolution. Pros: Excellent Conversion Speed Support for 8K Resolution Intuitive Client No Upsells or Advertising Special Features GoPro Includes Video Recorder Cons: Price: VideoProc offers a trial version of the software, but it's limited in terms of video length. The full version starts at $29.95 for an annual package for a single PC, which isn't at all when you
consider what you're getting. You can also save at least 50% with a specific coupon on Your VideoProc Lifetime license. VideoProk CouponSaving 50% on a lifetime licenseGET DEALDiscount is automatically applied Wondershare UniConverter (formerly called Video Converter Ultimate) is one of the best video converters for Windows available. It's definitely not the cheapest
software available, but if you're looking for quality and speed then it might be a good fit. Because this is paid software, there are no ads or hints to deal with. Wondershare offers a free trial, but with many limitations. You can convert only a third of the full length of the video, the speed is slower than the paid version, you can't burn to disc, and downloading and recording videos is
very limited. However, once you've paid, you have unlimited high-speed conversions and unlimited use of a screen burner, bootloader, and disc burner. Wondershare UniConverter is very easy to use, but has plenty of additional options beyond direct video conversions, such as some advanced editing tools. Thus, it is ideal for both beginners and more advanced users. This
software can handle 35 video formats, including MP4, MOV, MP3, and MPEG. More than 150 device profiles have been preconfigured, which is great if you're not sure what format you need. Wondershare can handle 4K video conversion seamlessly. The app is also available for MacOS. Price: You can try WonderShare UniConverter on a free trial, but it doesn't allow you to do
very much at all, and it's really only good for trying the interface. Paid plans start at $39.95 per annual single PC license. Pros: Fast speed High-quality output Easy to use Burn to disk resolution 4K No ads or additional installations Cons: 3. DivX Converter DivX offers a free version, but there's a big upsell to the paid offer, DivX Converter Pro. When you first install the software, it
asks you to agree to install several other pieces of software: Divx Player, Media Server and DivX Web Player Player , as well as Avast Antivirus. However, if you pay attention, you can simply uncheck each one and continue the installation process. At one point you will also be asked to provide your email address. Looks like you need to enter this, but you don't. Instead, you can
simply click Finish. There are more than a dozen formatting options, including MP4, MOV, AVI, MP3, and many other options. Unlike many other freemium options out there, the free version of DivX is very affordable to use. It's easy to get started, although you don't get as many formatting options as with other tools if you don't pay for the upgrade. Other pro version features
include faster speeds, more profiles and other settings for custom settings. You can update the free version by buying separate such as Cloud Connect (to synchronize videos with Google Drive and Dropbox), video pack (allows you to convert MPEG-2 and VC-1 files), DFX sound amplifier or DTS-HD plugin. You can even pay specifically to get rid of advertising. An alternative is to
upgrade to the Pro version, which gives you all the extra features. DivX DivX Converter For Windows and mac. Price: Free version is free forever and very affordable to use. While additional features can be purchased separately at different prices, the full Pro version costs $19.99. This is one of the cheapest paid options. Pros: The free version of decent Pro version has many solid
conversion speed options High quality video output Paid version inexpensive 4K video available Cons: Ads and upsells in the free version Trying to get you to install additional software iDealshare VideoGo is a freemium video converter with a mid-range price tag. The free trial allows you to convert half of the file, which is five minutes or less, or the first five minutes of longer files.
The interface is simplified, making it ideal for beginners. With Nvidia GPU hardware acceleration, this software gives you fast, high-quality conversions of both audio and video files. It can handle more than 80 input formats, including MOV, AVI, MP3 and MP4 formats, as well as more than 35 output formats. Batch conversion is supported. The built-in feature allows you to download
video or audio files from YouTube, but there is no screen or webcam recorder. iDealshare VideoGo comes with a number of editing features including cropping, cropping, splitting, subtitles, watermark, effects, flip, rotate, merge, brightness adjustment and more. However, users may miss more advanced features such as denoise and deshake. This software also comes in the Mac
version. price: You can use the trial version of iDealshare VideoGo for as long as you like. The paid version is currently on sale for $29.99 a year or $49.99 for a lifetime license. Pros: Supports ton of formats Option for batch conversions Editing tool set Can handle 4K Quick Conversions Cons: Free version limits video length Missing some 5 editing features. Freemake Video
Converter Freemake is free software, and the differences between free and paid versions are huge. Let's look at the free version first. Once installed, you'll overeat to the browser page you'll need to sign up for. However, you can ignore this and go straight to the app. Just expect a lot of upsell attempts when trying to use the free version. Unfortunately, for all free conversions, the
Freemake logo is added at the beginning and end of all videos. In addition, there is text that stays in the middle of the screen throughout the video, essentially making free software at no cost. There's no way this company wants you to use a free tool. Surprisingly, the update is not so easy. It is almost impossible to find information about prices on the site; there is only a free
download button (probably will lead you to believe that the software is completely free). Once you have its, you realize that there is upsell, but again, very little information is available. On the home screen of the app, there's a button for the deal package that looks like a single paid option, but it's not. If you click the Help tab and click Remove Branding, you will receive the primary
(albeit quite expensive) paid options. So, after all this, why did it make our list? Well, after the update, you don't have to worry about advertising and you can enjoy a solid piece of video conversion software. The design of the program is bright and fun, a welcome change from the many boring interfaces we are used to seeing with these tools. More importantly, it is very intuitive so
that beginners can navigate it seamlessly. Freemake supports 17 video formats, including AVI, MP4, MP3 and MOV. You get plenty of options when it comes to editing and preinstalled profiles. Output quality is great, you can choose 4K if needed and convert very quickly to a paid version. It's fast in the free version too, but adding a logo and saving seems to be deliberately slow,
so the whole process takes a long time. You can burn to DVD from any version, but you'll have Freemake branding on it with a free version. It's a shame that Freemake is no more upfront about pricing and what you get because it will undoubtedly put off a lot of users. The paid version is actually really good, but the road to get there is a struggle. Freemake is only available for
Windows. Price: Basic version with branding is free. To remove branding, it's $5 a week, $10 a month or $299 for unlimited access. These prices sound very steep, but you get 80% of the first payment, which is a clear driver to go with an unlimited option ($59.95 at a discount). Pros: 4K possible good output quality Quick conversions with paid version Many preinstalled profiles
Burn to DVD Cons: Free version unusable Price confusing (and it's expensive) 6. WonderFox HD Video Converter Factory WonderFox HD Video Converter is a paid tool that offers a free (unregistered) version for use as a trial version. With the latter, you can only convert videos up to five minutes in length and can download up to five files from the internet. That being said, this
may still be good for some use cases. Also, to let you know that you have to upgrade to full license, WonderFox doesn't bombard you with ads or try to get you to install additional software. Its interface is not the most polished, but it is very easy to use. There are 21 supported formats, such as AVI, MOV, MP4, MP3, and MPG. You get a ton of modern device profiles to choose
from, so it's perfect for beginners. High quality output and you have the option of 4K. Speed is not all so fast, but they are not terribly slow either. Video converter WonderFox does not allow ripped on DVD, but the company sells DVD ripper separately. WonderFox is only available for Windows. Price: HD Video Converter costs $29.95 (currently discounted from $39.95) per license.
You can also select &amp;amp; DVD Video Software Pack, which includes software DVD Ripper and costs $39.95. These tools come with a 30-day money back guarantee, which is rare for this type of software. Pros: Many preinstalled profiles High-quality output Very easy to use No ads or upsells upsells Money Back Guarantee Cons: Basic Editing Tools Slightly Unrefined
Interface 7. Movavi Video Converter Movavi is a paid software, but comes with a limited 7-day free trial that allows you to convert the first half of each video file. If you're using a free trial, you'll get a reminder to buy a full license, but there are no ads in addition, and the installer isn't trying to install additional software. This software is not cheap, but you get what you pay for. It
comes with a clean, modern interface that's easy to navigate. Expect high-quality performance, quick conversions, and up to 4K in output resolution. There is a solid number of pre-set profiles, although the number of output format options (17) is on the low side of the paid tool. It covers the most popular formats such as AVI, MP4, MP3, MOV and MPG. It is available for Windows
and Mac. Movavi makes video editing software available for separate purchase. Price: Video Converter Premium costs $39.95 per annual license and $49.95 for a lifetime plan. It can also be purchased as part of a package that includes a video editor and on-screen recorder and costs $79.95 per lifetime plan. Pros: High-Quality Output Fast Speeds Modern, intuitive interface
Many profile options No intrusive ads or upsells Cons: Expensive May have more 8 format options. Any video converter Any video converter (AVC) is great for users on a budget because its free version is well equipped to handle most of the major video conversion tasks. This is different from most freemium video converters available in that there are two separate pieces of
software. With other freemium tools, you usually update to unlock features in an existing interface. While AVC claims to be ad-free, some ads appear when you install a free version. Another thing to note is that when installing a free version, you may be asked to allow additional software to install. Some users reported that additional settings in this step include a browser hijacker
who changes the home page of your web browser. Therefore, pay close attention during the setup process. Conversions are not the fastest, but bearing, and product quality is good in our experience. You get more than 150 preinstalled device profiles, 17 supported output formats (including MP4, MP3, AVI and MOV), several basic editing options and the ability to burn to disk and
download online videos. You can go to 4K, even with the free version. The paid version allows you to convert BDs and DVDs and includes screen recorder and DVD menu templates, among other features. AVC is quite easy to use, but not intuitive as many other similar parts of the software. You may have to spend some time getting used to where to find everything. The software
is available for Windows and Mac. Price: While the free version is ok for beginners, you can upgrade to any Ultimate video converter that costs $49.95. Pros: Using the Free Good Deals video Can burn to a disc with a paid version of 4K resolution Cons: Free version installs additional software Can be faster than 9. HandBrake HandBrake is the only completely free piece of
software to convert video to a list. It is open and available for download on Windows, MacOS and Linux. The Windows version is relatively new, but Mac users have been using HandBrake for years. When downloading software unlike some other free tools, you don't have to deal with ads or requests to install additional software. As with most completely free tools, you don't get a
brilliant, modern interface, and there's a bit of a learning curve when you get started. However, for many applications HandBrake can be up to the job. Editing options are plentiful, and the video output quality is surprisingly good for a free tool. Conversion times tend to be slow, so you'll need to be patient. More than a dozen output formats are supported, including MP4, M4V, MOV,
MP3 and MPEG, and there are many preinstalled profiles for certain devices, though not as many choices as you get with the highest-paid tools. The highest resolution is available 2160p. Price: HandBrake is completely free and open source, so there are no ads or prompts. Pros: Free and open source Good quality output Many options for editing Without an admissive experience
Cons: Not very handy 10 slow conversions. NCH Prism Video Converter Software Prism offers both a free and paid version, the former of which is ideal for novice users. The interface is quite dated, but actually very intuitive. Prism gives you quick conversions and high-quality output, but output resolution is limited to 1080p. You get a decent number of editing options, but there
may be more of them. They are limited, most likely because NCH offers other video editing apps. Although they cover the bases, it would be better if all options were within the same tool. There are also a limited number of pre-installed profiles, although the most popular devices are covered. If you're using a free version, you'll have to deal with an annoying pop-up that checks that
you're using it for non-commercial use, but it can be taken off with one click. Prism is only available for Windows, so if you want to switch between Windows and MacOS, you can check out other software that works with both. Price: Prism is free for non-commercial use, but you'll be limited by the number of output options available. For unlimited life licenses and access to all
formats, the cost is $19.99 (excluding MPEG2 support) or $29.99 (including MPEG2 support). There is also an option subscription, which costs $1.66 per month and is billed quarterly (at $4.98). Pros: Easy to use Free version good for beginners Fast speeds High-quality output Cons: 1080p is the highest resolution Limited number of options Pop up in the free version video
converter FA Questions We have provided a list of our best video converter converters converters with VideoProc and Wondershare UniConverter leading the package. However, the one you choose will depend on your specific needs. Of course, everyone wants good value for money, but other key criteria to look out for include: Format Options: A large range of format options is a
plus, but you want to make sure the converter you choose supports the formats you work with most often. Features: Is there a required feature in your list, such as options for including sections or subtitles? Before making a purchase, you should check your provider's website for information about any features you need. If you can't find what you're looking for, you can ask for
support because some providers don't highlight every feature on your site. Ushabilitis: There's no point in having a full-featured video converter it's too hard to use. We recommend taking full advantage of free trial periods and online guides to make sure you choose a provider that will offer you a seamless experience. Support: Along the same lines, having access to a
knowledgeable and responsive support team is extremely useful when navigating new software or solving problems. It's worth checking out what form of support the provider offers. For example, do you have to wait 24 hours to respond to a web form or do you have access to instant chat support? Yes, you can. In fact, all converters on our list can convert to MP3 audio files,
including VideoProc, Wondershare UniConverter, DivX Converter and others. Mp3 files can be desired for several reasons, including their small size and compatibility with a host of players. To convert to MP3, simply select this file type as the source format and adjust the settings as needed. With this method, you can extract the MP3 audio file from almost any video file or other
audio format. Like any free tool, a free video converter can disappoint. We've had a few free tools on our list, including free versions of DivX, Freemake, Any Video Converter and NCH Prism, and totally free HandBrake software. They may be suitable for some users, but they tend to come with some drawbacks, including: Watermarks: It's common for free video converters to
emblazon your watermark video. This works in favor of the provider in two ways. It acts as an incentive for the user to pay for a premium version of watermark removal software. It also acts as an advertisement for the converter if free videos are shared. Length limit: Another common way for video converter providers to enter users from the free version of their freemium software is
to limit video duration. Lack of features: A small number of free video converters offers feature selection, while others are lacking in areas such as editing software file selection and formatting options. Upsells: If you choose freemium software, you may have to deal with relentless clues that persuade you to upgrade to a paid version. Version. Version.
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